
Martina Kecerová´s B.A. thesis – review written by the opponent 
 
      Ms. Kecerová´s B.A. thesis aims to compare the outsider figures in the selected 
dramas of Tennessee Williams and Sam Shepard, but instead of a solid analysis, tends 
to be rather descriptive and also repetitive. Sometimes, the presented logic is not that 
clear (e.g. on p. 16, the last three sentences), and the author could have tried to 
establish closer connections between the individual thoughts (e.g. on p. 40, line 3 – 4, 
the sentence does not make much sense). In that respect, shorter paragraphs would be 
helpful (e.g. on p. 17 or 19), as well as some explicit organizing principles governing 
the individual chapters. 
 
      Following that, I also think that defining crucial terms would be benefitial  both in 
terms of the actual analysis and the precise focus – could Ms. Kecerová clarify what 
she means by, among other things, the „outsider identity“ (p. 20) and „unified and 
complete image“ of outsider characters (p. 55), and specify those „new ideas“ (p. 55) 
at least during the oral defense? Withhout that background, some of the comparisons 
she makes stay too much on the surface (e.g. two sisters and two brothers on p. 26, 
Lee and Blanche on p. 27), and some of them may simplify the complex relationships 
between the individual characters. Consider e.g. the switching of the roles (which is 
truly mentioned on p. 54) – is it impossible to see Austin as a violent outsider, too? 
And would it be unimaginable to say that Stanley may potentially end up as an 
outsider in his own household, and thus he starts to use precisely those means Ms. 
Kecerová  ennumerates on p. 52 (although in a different connection): „cruel mockery, 
aggression and even violence“? 
 
      Finally, I have to comment on Ms. Kecerová´s language. While her English is 
decent (with the exception of missing articles and occasional errors in from/form, i.e. 
something that does not require spellcheck, but a very careful proofreading), her 
Czech is, I believe, totally unacceptable. There are lamentably fundamental mistakes 
in grammer and vocabulary (such as „otsideřmi“ or „souvis“); any native speaker 
could have corrected that, and certainly Ms. Kecerová could have consulted any 
Czech fellow-student on that. Abstract in Czech in an integral part of any B.A. thesis, 
and – under ideal circumstances – should stand as an academic text on its own. 
 
      In my opinion, the submitted thesis comes up with quite a few interesting 
observations as to the outsiders in the works of Tennessee Williams and Sam Shepard, 
but fails to present a persuasive, in-depth argument. Thus, depending on Ms. 
Kecerová´ s performance during the oral defense and the review written by the 
supervisor, I am suggesting the following grade(s): either „velmi dobře“, or „dobře.“ 
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